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T he Catholic health ministry is in
creasingly a collaborative effort, 
involving mergers, acquisitions, 
alliances, joint ventures, md partner
ships of various kinds. Making such 

ventures work often depends on how well die part
ners' cultures fit together. Because cultural fit is so 
important, leaders planning such partnerships 
must thoroughly understand what "culture1' is and 
how it (unctions. 

Culture has been defined as "the learned, 
shared, tacit assumptions on which a group of peo
ple base their daily behavior."' For the purposes of 
this article, culture is both what holds an organiza
tion together and the way the organization's work 
gets accomplished. Culture is not a thing, a sepa
rate entity that leaders may fix or manipulate, but 
rather the very fabric of the organization. Leaders 
working to form a partnership may, nevertheless, 
find it useful to think of culture as having three 
interrelated components.-' 

The Strategic Component This component is the organi
zation's strategy, including the mission, vision, and 
values established by its leaders. Differentiating 
between what might be called "espoused values"5 

(those formally described in mission statements, for 
exam(ile) and "val-
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ture in relation to mergers 
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ties in action" (those 
that actually guide 
day-to-day behav
ior) is important. An 
organizat ion that 
allows too great a 
gap to grow be
tween the two kinds 
(>f values is likely to 
find itself generating 
confusion—which 
will affect its culture 
in negative ways. 

The Symbolic Component This component is made up 
of structures, systems, processes, language, stories, 
and ritualistic activities—the 'Visible" parts of an 
organization. One can see, hear, and touch this 
component. 
The Human Component This component is made up of 
employees' feelings, their unconscious or semicon
scious assumptions and attitudes, and their unar-
ticulated or semiarticulated beliefs and values con
cerning the organization. The human component 
drives commitment and action; it is also the one 
that leaders have the most difficulty doing any
thing about. 

Many people use the term "cultural integra
tion" in describing the formation of a partnership 
between two or more organizations. Expecting a 
partnership to have fully integrated its two cul
tures (and their various subcultures) within a 
brief time frame is, however, unrealistic. Culture 
building is a complex, often difficult, time-con
suming activity. What is practical to achieve is cul
ture alignment, especially in large, multientity 
health care systems. 

In health care, culture alignment involves posi
tioning and focusing two or more hospitals on a 
common vision, mission, and set of values in order 
to create unity of purpose—while, at the same 
time, allowing each hospital to maintain its individ
ual culture in alignment with the system's focus. 
Cultural alignment is thus a "both/and" approach: 
It presupposes the existence of both a dominant 
culture and individual cultures within the overall 
system. 

Leaders are the critical architects of cultural 
alignment in collaborative partnerships. They must 
have, first, a deep understanding of cultures, and, 
second, M\ ability to apply that understanding 
pragmatically. In working to align two or more 
cultures, leaders should keep seven practical con
siderations in mind. 
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BE CLEAR ABOUT CULTURE DECISIONS 
Leaders need to be clear about the type of overall 
culture they want to create for the partnership. In 
choosing a model, they must be guided by the 
planned partnership's goals and business strategy. 
There are several basic cultural models.4 

Combined Organizations, Separate Cultures The partner 
organizations retain their independence and 
identities, coexisting in a loose confederation. 
This model may be the best for large firms com
posed of various businesses, each of which has 
its own core purpose—a situation that makes 
cultural blending difficult. 

A Dominant Culture Leaders determine that a single 
culture will dominate the partnership, leaving little 
room for diversity. 
Blended Cultures Leaders form a culture by adopting 
the best traits of each of the partner organizations' 
cultures, as in the formula A+B = C. Achieving this 
synthesis presupposes that die leaders of the part
ner organizations understand their cultures well 
enough to see how thev can fit together svnergisti-
cally. 

A New Culture Leaders superimpose an entirely new 
culture on all partners. This approach is difficult 
because it requires everyone involved to "unlearn" 
the assumptions and values of the old cultures. 
A Mixed Model Leaders establish a dominant culture 
but allow partner organizations to retain some of 
their individual cultural traits. 

In choosing a cultural model, leaders should first 
gather accurate cultural data and then engage in 
honest, open dialogue about die proposed partner
ship's strategic direction and goals. Clarity is vital 
and should drive all culture alignment activities. 

DEVELOP A SHARED PICTURE OF THE PROPOSED 
PARTNERSHIP 
Choosing the right culture model is a critical part 
of forming a partnership. If employees are to 
embrace the new organization, they will need to 
understand the strategic direction. Workers natu
rally want answers to such questions as: "Where 
are we going?" "What are we going to look like?" 
"What are we going to be doing?" and "How will 
/be affected?" 

If employees cannot get answers, they will not be 
able to let go of old cultural assumptions, attimdes, 
values, and feelings. Leaders who ask workers to join 
them on a journey to the future without first telling 
them where they are going are really asking them to 
walk a high wire without a safety net. 

Leaders must, therefore, develop a mental pic
ture of the partnership to be shared with employ
ees. Although the picture will not be perfect, it 
should be clear enough to answer employees' 
questions. To accomplish that, leaders should 
make sure they involve all key stakeholders.5 

CONTINUE DIAGNOSING AND UNDERSTANDING 
Leaders must begin diagnosing and understanding 
a prospective partner's culture before the actual 
partnership is formed. By conducting an early "cul
tural due diligence," they can identify various cul
tural characteristics and implications, thereby mini
mizing surprises later." However, confidentiality 
concerns sometimes make it difficult for the cultur
al due diligence process to capture deep cultural 
issues. Leaders should, therefore, continue cultural 
diagnosis during the formation of the partnership. 

Employee surveys are good tools for leaders to 
use in seeking a broad picture of the strategic and 
visible components of an organization's culture. 
But this picture will inevitably be somewhat super 
ficial because surveys usually do not reveal a 
group's underlying attitudes, values, feelings, and 
shared assumptions. That being the case, leaders 
should also use processes that engage both individ
uals and groups in dialogue, thereby uncovering 
the core assumptions critical to culture change. 

DEVELOP A WELL-DEFINED CULTURAL ALIGNMENT PLAN 
A culture alignment plan should address each key 
cultural component and include action steps and 
reasonable schedules for implementation. The cul
tural components should be viewed not in isola
tion but as interrelated parts of the whole organi
zational landscape. The partnership effort will be 
incomplete if only the strategic and symbolic com
ponents are aligned. Unfortunately, most culture 
change efforts stall at this point because they do 
not fully address the human component. Bringing 
shared assumptions, attitudes, values, and feelings 
to die surface md dealing with diem thoroughly is 
critical. Only then c.\n deep culture change occur. 

As mentioned earlier, leaders must include all 
employee levels in the alignment effort. Too often, 
culture alignment processes stop at the upper ech
elons of the organization. This is a mistake because 
frontline managers and employees—the people 
who largely determine how work is carried out day 
to day—are the heart of the effort. Including them 
in the change process is not enough; they must be 
developed to become the process's leaders. 

Organizational Fitness Profiling, a tool devel
oped by Michael Beer and Russell Eisenstat (sec 
Box, p. 37), can help leaders quickly locate barriers 
that will have a heavy impact on cultural alignment 
and the entire partnership effort. 

DEVELOP COMMUNICATION AND DIALOGUE PROCESSES 
To achieve culture alignment, leaders must take 
charge of communication and dialogue processes. 
They should not simply assume that employees 
understand the changes required in creating a part
nership. Also insufficient are the "large group" 
meetings that leaders often use to communicate 
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changes in organizational structure or Strategy to 
employees. Leaders may hold large group meet
ings, but they should also use multiple forms of 
communication, such as small group exchanges, 
onc-on-one talks, e-mail, voice mail, teleconfer
ences, newsletters, and bulletins. 

Leaders must, however, use these media appro
priately. Casting the message about the new cul
ture in the form of public relations promotions will 
not help because those broad forms of "telling and 
selling" are not likely to engage employees. 

To get workers'' attention, leaders must apply 
the human touch. Dialogue in small groups can 
be a very effective mechanism, especially when 

the dialogue is between leaders and those who 
report directly to them. But this dialogue must 
go beyond discussion and a simple sharing of 
ideas. Leaders must actively listen to the others 
in the group. The group's shared assumptions, 
a t t i t udes , values, and feelings —a cu l tu re ' s 
core—are more likely to surface \\\d be under
stood in small dialogue sessions than in large 
ones. Not until employees have thoroughly dis
cussed these assumptions will they be ready to 
let go of old cultural norms and values and be 
prepared to embrace new ones. 

Leaders need to keep this dialogue simple and 
straightforward. Employees just want to know the 

CULTURE ALIGNMENT AT CATHOLIC HEALTHCARE WEST 
Catholic Healthcare West (CHW), San 
Francisco, is composed of 47 hospitals, 
45 of them in California and one each 
in Arizona and Nevada. Because the 
system's growth has been rapid-30 of 
its hospitals have been added since 
1994—CHW's leaders have given cul
ture alignment a high priority. 

An example of the mixed-model 
approach to culture alignment (see p. 
35), CHW is a dominant system culture 
that respects the local cultures of its 
member hospitals. One CHW region, 
Catholic Healthcare West Southern 
California (CHWSC), Pasadena, CA, may 
serve as a model of CHW's alignment 
process. CHWSC consists of 12 hospi
tals, eight of which were acquired from 
the UniHealth system in 1998. (CHWSC 
worked hard to achieve an alignment 
that honored the former UniHealth facil
ities' tradition and values and, at the 
same time, helped them embrace 
CHW's mission, vision, and values.) 
Beth O'Brien, CHWSC's president and 
CEO, says the system's culture align
ment process has three stages: 

• Formation 
• Transformation 
• Strategic repositioning 
O'Brien, a strong believer in "cultural 

due diligence" (see p. 35), says it must 
be initiated at the formation stage to be 
effective. Bernita McTernan, CHW's 
senior vice president for human 
resources, organizational development, 
and mission, agrees that cultural diag
nosis should begin before the actual 

affiliation and become part of a continu
ous process of culture building. In align
ing cultures, CHW focuses on locating 
their common ground but also honoring 
diversity among them. CHW's leaders 
believe that cultural clarification pro
cesses should be conducted through all 
organizational levels, particularly during 
the transformation stage. 

In planning the acquisition of the for
mer UniHealth hospitals, CHWSC lead
ers began by developing a comprehen
sive culture integration plan. To this 
end, they facilitated mission and values 
alignment meetings to identify the cul
tural elements the two organizations 
possessed in common. Managers from 
all levels of both CHWSC and the 
UniHealth facilities met to discuss how 
integration would be carried out from 
day to day. Values integration turned 
out to be a key component of the pro
cess for everyone—executives, employ
ees, physicians, and board members. 

But culture alignment is also impor
tant at the system level. CHWs CEOs 
meet monthly; regional leaders in 
finance, mission, fund development, 
communications, managed care, and 
information technology also gather fre
quently, either through video conferenc
ing or in on-site meetings. O'Brien 
believes such gatherings help reinforce 
strategic repositioning. "Leaders need 
to explore creative ways to get the mes
sage out for greater understanding of 
what is happening and going to hap
pen," she says. 

CHW serves as an excellent model 
for cultural alignment because it effec
tively uses education and other integra
tive experiences to help people under
stand the new culture and adapt them
selves to it. CHW's leaders facilitate val
ues integration throughout the system. 

In one activity, for example, Janet 
Ladd, the system's manager of train
ing and development, brings together 
participants from all the system's 
facilities and seats them in chronolog
ical order, according to the date they 
joined their respective hospitals. Ladd 
then hangs a blank piece of paper on 
the wall before them. One after the 
other, the participants introduce 
themselves, tell how they came to 
work at their particular institutions, 
and why they choose to stay at them. 
As these stories are to ld. Ladd 
responds to them by drawing a picture 
on her piece of paper—until, finally, 
CHW's shared values begin to emerge 
in the picture. The participants return 
to their facilities carrying a CHW per
spective—instead of one limited, as 
before, to a single hospital. 

Ladd compares such activities to the 
training pilots receive in flight school. 
As in flight simulation, values integra
tion is most effective when those 
involved learn by doing and getting 
immediate feedback. Like young pilots, 
new CHW employees quickly learn to 
"fly" when everyone cooperates and 
focuses on common values. 

—Diane L. Dixon 
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truth about what is going on in the organization 
and how it will affect them. If leaders throughout 
the organization deal with employees honestly, 
they will find them increasingly open to learning 
the new way. 

CREATE A LEARNING ENVIRONMENT 
Culture alignment involves learning new ways of 
working to accomplish organizational goals— 
which is hard to do. It is especially difficult for 
today's health care organizations, which are going 
through a period of historic turbulence. Because 
this is so, health care leaders should work to create 
a "continuous learning environment," which they 
can do in a variety of ways. 
Modeling A leader's behavior is crucial because 
employees watch it closely. They are sure to notice 
those occasions when the leader makes a mistake. 
Good leaders will therefore learn from mistakes— 
and show employees the lessons they have learned 
from those mistakes. When leaders behave in this 
fashion, they open the door for everyone else in 
the organization to learn from mistakes too. 
Creating Learning Opportunities leaders can create 
learning opportunities in the midst of day-to-day 
activities. In a staff meeting concerning a merger, 
for example, the organization's CEO might add to 
a report on the merger process a discussion of the 
lessons being learned during that process. By 
doing this, the CEO is likely to inspire input from 
stall' members about ways they might apply such 
learning as the merger negotiations move forward. 
This is learning seen as part of everyday business, 
not an isolated event. 

Conducting "Action Learning" Leaders on all levels can 
also organize learning around real work experi
ences. They might, for instance, bring together a 
small, diverse group of employees to examine a dif
ficult problem the organization is facing. In these 
cases, leaders not only facilitate the problem-solv
ing effort; they also encourage group members to 
reflect on the process that finally results in the 
problem's solution.' The emphasis on reflection 
makes action learning different from the usual 
problem-solving discussions. 

The challenge for top executives is to develop at 
every level of the organization leaders who can be 
both teachers and practitioners of the new culture. 

ACT WITH INTEGRITY 
To bring about culture alignment, leaders must 
behave with integrity. They must be open, honest, 
and congruent—saying what they mean and mean 
ing what they say. Actions must match words, and 
vice versa. Integrity builds trust and commitment. 
Without both, culture alignment will not occur. 

Employees will need a lot of trust if they are 
to let go of long-held at t i tudes, values, and 

beliefs and leap forward into the uncharted terri
tory of a new culture. They may see inconsistent 
behavior in leaders as a sign that the leaders are 
unclear about their values and beliefs. That 
being so, leaders need to search their hearts and 
souls before they embark on the hard task of 
cu l ture a l ignmen t . Leaders might take an 
"integrity assessment" in which they ask them
selves, "Do I tell the truth?" "Do I lie to col
leagues or employees?" "Do my actions match 

Continued on pajjc 45 

ORGANIZATIONAL FITNESS PROFILING 
"Organizational Fitness Profiling"* is a process that can help an organi
zation's leaders quickly learn employees' views concerning the pros and 
cons of culture alignment. The process has several parts. 
Senior Leadership Team With the help of a trained facilitator, the orga
nization's senior leadership team writes a strategic direction statement. 
To do this, the team must first answer several basic questions, for 
example: "What is the purpose of the partnership?" "What do we want 
to achieve in the next several years?" "What type of culture will help us 
achieve our goal?" "What cultural assumptions and norms do we want 
to hold on to?" "What assumptions and norms do we need to let go of?" 

By answering these questions, the team clarifies its picture of the 
type of culture that will help make the partnership effective. From this 
culture type, the team can develop a template for its culture alignment 
plan. (As a bonus, the team will discover that, in developing this tem
plate, it has enhanced its own effectiveness.) 

Interdisciplinary Task Force Once it has its template, the senior team, 
aided by a trained facilitator, selects and trains eight or so highly regard
ed staff members, each of whom represents one of the organization's 
key functional areas, to serve on a task force. The task force will assist 
the senior team with organizational diagnosis and analysis. The task 
force both makes good use of internal talent (thus limiting the need for 
consultants) and provides leadership development for the task force's 
members. 

Open-Ended Interviews The task force then interviews some 100 team-
chosen employees concerning their views of, for example, the organiza
tion's strengths and weaknesses in achieving culture alignment. The 
task force also interviews the senior team. After conducting the inter
views, the task force analyzes the data and identifies key themes. 
Feedback and Planning Meeting With the facilitator's help, the senior 
team holds an intensive three-day meeting to examine the results. On 
the first day, the team gets feedback from the task force's interview. 
Then, on the second and third days, the team discusses the barriers 
found to effective culture alignment. The team reexamines the initial 
culture template, makes adjustments, and develops a culture align
ment plan. Task force members review the plan and say whether they 
think it is realistic. 

Implementing the Plan The senior team, with help from the task force, 
implements the plan. -Diane L Dixon 

*See Michael Beer and Russell Eisenstat, "The Silent Killers: Overcoming 
Hidden Barriers to Organizational Fitness," Sloan Management Review, 
Summer 2000, pp. 29-40. 
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D ro not allow yourself 
to become discouraged for more 

than 15 minutes a day. 

system CEO or a nurse supervisor, each 
day he or she is touching many lives and 
making decisions that will intluence the 
organization's future. Put simply, health 
care managers cannot afford to wallow in 
pessimism because a negative attitude will 
inevitably have a negative effect on others. 

A discouraged health care manager 
might consider the words of an acquain
tance of mine, an associate vice president 
for nursing at a bustling city hospital for 
children. My friend told me: 

I was very discouraged. Staffing 
was a problem. Personality conflicts 
drained my spirit. Plus, my supervi
sor wasn't very supportive. At the 
suggestion of a friend, 1 spent an 
hour every day visiting with 
patients and their families. And I 
made a point of having lunch each 
day with a staff member. These two 
strategies . . . changed my mood 
and put new energy into our 
depa r tmen t . The visits with 
patients helped me affirm why I 
went into nursing. The informal 
lunches with staff helped me under
stand their concerns . Staffing 
shortages persist and budget battles 
still rage. But reasons for optimism 
arc starting to emerge. 

My friend had "centered down," as 
the Amish put it. She had made a con
scious decision to focus on those aspects 
of her work life that bring joy and hope 
to the people she serves. A discouraged 
manager might consider the words of 
Mother Theresa: "Our effort could be 
just a drop in the ocean, but the ocean 
would be poorer by a drop without it." 

TRUST IS "EMOTIONAL GLUE" 
None of these strategies takes large 
amounts of money 10 implement. All, 
however, can produce multiple rewards. 

As two leadership experts have put it: 
"Trust is the emotional glue that binds 
followers and leaders together . The 
accumulation of trust is a measure of the 
legitimacy of leadership. It cannot be 
mandated or purchased, it must be 
earned. Trust is the basic ingredient of 
all organizations, the lubrication that 
maintains the organization."1" o 
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my words?" "Do I live my personal 
values?" and "Are we being honest 
about why we arc partnering?" 

The results of such a process are 
useful for all aspects of leadership, but 
they are vital in culture alignment. 
Without integrity, leaders involved in 
such efforts are doomed to fail. 

Achieving culture alignment is not an 
easy task. Making partnerships work 
requires a tremendous amount of time 
and close attention to the process. 
Culture change often entails simulta
neous multiple actions in turbulent 
environments . The seven steps 
described here can serve only as a guide 
for leaders. Experienced leaders will be 
creative in applying them. • 
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